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HPD officer accused of raping woman released on
bond

by Courtney Zubowski / 11 News

khou.com

Posted on January 31, 2011 at 9:38 AM

Updated Monday, Jan 31 at 11:44 AM

HOUSTON—An HPD officer facing criminal and civil charges is home with his family after
a judge reduced his bond.

Several women claim Abraham Joseph attacked them while in uniform.

He is currently charged with two counts of aggravated sexual assault in connection with the
January 2 alleged attack of a cantina waitress.

The waitress claims Joseph arrested her for no reason while she was at work, drove her to a
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secluded area and raped her on the trunk of his patrol car.　

Joseph was able to make bond Saturday.

"She had some sort of comfort knowing that he was locked up, knowing that he is on the
streets she is extremely concerned about that and very anxious," said Houston attorney Ben
Hall.

Hall is representing the woman in a civil lawsuit she filed against the officer.

Initially, a judge set his bond at $500,000, the total from $250,000 on each count.

He later reduced it to $150,000, the total from $75,000 on each count.

"We are vehemently stating that he is not guilty of any of these accusations," said Joseph’s
attorney Nicole Deborde. "This accused citizen should be treated just like anyone else in
exactly the same circumstances."

Deborde says Joseph seems to be a responsible, proud officer. She believes his bond should
have been even lower.

"It’s certainly a bit higher and we would have liked if the judge would have put the bond
schedule in line with what everyone else who is charged with this type of crime gets in these
circumstances," said Deborde.

The Harris County Bond Schedule suggests a $30,000 bond for a first degree felony in
which a deadly weapon is present. That would be $60,000 for the two counts, but bonds
vary depending on the specifics of a case.

According to the alleged victim’s attorney, we likely haven’t heard the end of the bond issue.

In the last few days, Hall says he has received calls from two other women who claim
Joseph molested them.

Prosecutors say a total of five women have come forward.

If prosecutors charge the officer in additional cases, Joseph could end up back in court and
back behind bars.

The Houston Police Department has relieved Joseph of his duties.
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